Dear, ENTER NAME HERE
As a valued client, we know how much you love travelling, but the last 2 years of the pandemic have made this more challenging
than ever before. Travel has changed and so have we as people, but the joys we once found in travel are still present and waiting to
be discovered again.
It’s time to escape your day to day and reconnect with some of life’s greatest joys again. There’s no better way to do this, than on
a guided, premium tour with Insight Vacations. Create cherished memories with your loved ones, share a belly laugh with a future
friend, discover new places with jaw-dropping awe, bond over authentic meals with good wine and learn about traditions from
unfamiliar locals. It’s time to reconnect with life in 2022.
Insight Vacations have been enriching the lives of curious travellers since 1978. They offer a wide range of immersive, premium
tours across the world, with exceptional inclusions that are a step above the rest. With authentic dining in top-rated restaurants,
perfectly located hotels you want to stay at and unique sightseeing experiences to look forward to, you would travel around in
comfort on their luxury coaches with double the legroom as their best-in-class team of 3 experts ensure you’re having the time of
your life. Plus, with an average of only 33 guests per tour, you’ll truly get to know your travel companions and make new friends for life.
They believe that incredible travel is more than just visiting amazing destinations, it’s about the connections you make and how you
spend every moment of your time. In Rome, for instance, you could dine in the Vatican’s Cortile del Giardino Quadrato and enjoy
incredible views of the cupola of St. Peter’s during a private Highlight Dinner. Visit Jasper National Park and stay at the perfectly
located, Glacier View Lodge, with spectacular views of the Rockies and glaciers surrounding you. Alternatively, you could learn the
basics behind the Figaro-Anglaise, a Viennese dance set to Mozart’s score for “The Marriage of Figaro”.
If you are interested in travelling abroad again soon, then a premium, guided tour with Insight Vacations may be your perfect
match. They‘re currently running a limited-time offer if you book by 31 March 2022. Save €250 per person on tours 12 days or
longer, or €100 per person on tours 7 to 11 days long. This offer is available on all Insight Vacation tours departing between 1 April
and 15 October 2022.
To explore all of the immersive experiences you could have on an Insight Vacations tour, and all other inclusions, I have included a
link below for you to view the new 2022 Europe, Asia & Americas brochure. If you have a question, or are interested in booking any
of these tours, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Reconnect with Travel in 2022.
Many thanks,
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SAVE UP TO

�250pp*
ON SUMMER 2022 TOURS

&
FREE PRIVATE
CHAUFFER TRANSFERS
FROM HOME UP TO 150 MILES

&

LOW DEPOSIT

BOOK BY 31 MARCH 2022
*€250pp off tours 12 days or longer.
Save €100pp for shorter
trips (4 - 11 days).

